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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The use of contemporary American choral music in the 
curriculum experiences of youth is a relatively new problem 
which the music educator has had to face. Educational interest 
in contemporary American composers is of recent growth. Their 
music has not gained a large place in our schools. It is 
imperative, however, that contemporary American choral music, 
which falls within the ability and range of the high school 
student, be available for use in the high school. This 
is necessary if the vocal music program in the high school 
is to be a success in terms of a complete experience that 
will enable the student to grow in musical power and under-
standing, and to develop a deeper and wiser love for music 
as a fine art. 
I . THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study (1) to ascertain the availability of contemporary 
American choral music; (2) to study some of the available 
contemporary American choral music as to its suitability for 
· high school choruses; (3) to analyze some of the problems that 
will confront the high school chorus in its performance of 
contemporary American choral music; and (4) to recommend a 
list of' representative contemporary American choral works 
suitable :Cor high school choral groups. 
Importance of' the study. It has long been the con-
tention of' many music educators that in the vocal music 
program in the high school there should be a :f'air sampling 
o:r choral music :f'rom all the major periods o:r compositions. 
2 
There is a vast amount o:r choral music :f'rom the :roregoing 
sources readily available :Cor the high school chorus. Repre-
sentative lists of' contemporary American choral music have 
been :rew and inadequate and lists of' those graded according 
to di:f':f'iculty have been limited. Further, :rew of' these com-
positions have the technical problems of' per:f'ormances cata-
loged. In this study an attempt was made to compile such 
lists. 
Delimitation of' the problem. For purposes o:r this 
study, the scope of' the term classical music is limited by 
a de:f'inable line of' cleavage. The composers who aim to 
develop musical ideas through skillf'ul cra:rtsmanship, in ac-
cordance with the practice that has guided composers through 
1 the ages, are those who are here accepted. The composers 
1composers like Bergama, Copland, Donovan, Hovhaness, 
Ives, Kay, Kubik, Mennin,and Read. 
who are in the business of turning out short, catchy tunes 
for commercial markets are excluded, not because they write 
for a commercial market but because their productions, as 
3 
examples of the composer's art, do not aim to advance beyond 
a rudimentary stage in content or in craft. The same reason 
applies to the exclusion of so-called "educational 11 music 
which is written to meet classroom needs. 
No issue has been made here of the intrinsic worth 
of the music of serious American composers. The question as 
· to whether Copland is as good a composer as Khatchaturian is 
.not pertinent. American music is here accepted as being not 
necessarily better or worse than the music produced in any 
country in the last few decades. 2 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Contemporary music. In the course of this study, the 
term "contemporary music 11 was interpreted to mean music that 
was composed between the years 1900 and 1957. 
American composers. The term "American composers'! was 
interpreted here to mean composers who were born, who have 
lived, or who are living in the cont i nental United Stat es and 
Douglas Moore exploded the notion that we are defici-
ent in musical talent. He says, "If that be true, heredity 
has played us an odd trick, because we seem to have displayed 
all the other talents of our European ancestors. ( 11 American Com-
posers' Music, 11 The Music Journal, 5:50, November-December, 1947.) 
those whose major training was gained, or whose work was 
done, there. 
Less skilled chorus. Throughout the course of this 
study, the term 11 less skilled chorus 11 was interpreted to mean 
those high school choruses in which less than one-fourth of 
the students read music and whose musical background has 
been extremely limited. 
Average chorus. The term "average chorusn was inter-
preted to mean those high school choruses in which not more 
than one-half of the students could read music, and not more 
than one-half had had well-rounded musical experiences. 
Skilled chorus. The term "skilled chorus" was inter-
preted to mean those high school choruses in which more 
than three-fourths of the students are able to read music and, 
as well, have had rich musical experiences before they came to 
high school. 
III. SOURCES OF DATA 
The data for this study were obtained from four major 
sources: (1) books dealing with contemporary American music; 
(2) periodical articles covering all phases of contemporary 
music; (3) the analysis of a large number of contemporary 
choral compositions; and (4) discussions with composers and 
4 
choral directors who have had success in conducting contem-
porary music. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE THESIS 
5 
Following a brief orientation, Chapter II seeks to 
justify a place and function for contemporary American choral 
music in education and to discuss the production and avail-
ability of contemporary American choral music. Chapter III, 
turning from production and availability of contemporary 
American choral music to execution, examines some of the 
performance problems to be found among student groups. 
Chapter IV is concerned with present aids in relation to avail-
ability--specifically, resources designed to aid in the selec-
tion, and use of educationally-desirable contemporary American 
choral music. Chapter V contains an annotated list of contem-
porary American choral compositions recommended for ureof 
high school student groups. This list includes compositions 
that were not available at the time when the Music Educators' 
National Conference Committee on Contemporary Music in the 
United States made its report. Appendix A lists contemporary 
American choral compositions recommended for use of students 
by the said committee. 
CHAPTER II 
JUSTIFICATION FOR USE OF THE AVAILABLE 
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
This chapter embraces the following procedures: (1) 
to ascertain how much contemporary American choral music 
is available and to investigate certain pertinent problems 
concerning the present repertory; and (2) to justify a place, 
and function, for contemporary American choral music in 
education, through an examination of the expressed opinions 
of some of the recognized educators and educational philoso-
phers. 
I. PRESENT PRODUCTION AND AVAILABILITY 
In any sound merchandising project, attention is given 
to such matters as: What is the nature of the product? How 
well suited is it to the consumer 1 s needs? Is it produced 
in sufficient quantity and variety? Is itso marketed as to 
be easily accessible? Is the price within the consumer 1 s 
means? 
Perhaps not all of these questions need to be considered 
in relation to contemporary American choral music, yet sev-
eral analogous problems arise in connection with the educa-
tional availability of the present American choral music 
repertory. 
7 
A • MATERIAL TO BE STUDIED 
There is no definitive index of the corpus of contem-
porary American choral music. Goss's Modern Music Makersl 
has been used as a basis for investigation. Use also has been 
made of about five hundred copies of octavo music. 
B. VOLUMINOUS PRODUCTION 
The contemporary American choral music output is a 
large one. As many as thirty-six composers have been invento-
ried by Goss alone. 2 Entries range from one choral composition, 
by composers such as Carl Ruggles and Harold Shapero, to al-
most twenty choral compositions by other c om~osers, such as 
Charles Ives and Henry Cowell. A rough calculation brings 
the number of listed choral compositions by Americans to the 
imposing total of approximately two hundred fifty works by 
thirty-six different composers, as of 1951. On the basis of 
six compositions per composer, and with about three hundred 
fifty American composers listed,3 a rough estimate would bring 
the total .number of choral compositions to over twenty-one 
hundred. This estimate does not give an adequate picture of 
lMadeleine Goss, Modern Music Makers (New York: E. P. 
Dutton & Company, 1952). 
2 Op. cit. 
3claire R. Reis, Composers in America. Revised and En-
larged. (New York: The Macmillan-company, 1947) 
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the actual quantity of choral music written in this country 
during the last half century, inasmuch as the figures given 
by Reis are as of 1947, and those by Goss are as of 1952. 
The question as to whether or not American choral music is 
being produced in sufficient quantity must be answered by an 
unequivocal affirmative. 
C. PROFESSIONAL NATURE OF THE PRODUCTS 
Like the music of the twentieth-century Europeans, the 
music of our composers is a professional product directed 
toward a professional performer. The idea embodied in 
Hindemith's Gebrauchmusik--music for the non-professional--
has only recently begun to take hold upon the imagination 
of our composers. 
Because of the professional character of twentieth-
century music, there is a great deal of it which student 
groups, with their limited capabilities, are unable to use. 
This is equally true of nineteenth-century music. The reper-
tory is so large and so varied that, inevitably, there must 
be a sizable quantity of twentieth-century music, as in 
the case of nineteenth-century music, which is .not too diffi-
cult for students to perform. Various other considerations, 
however, militate against the free use of this music. 
D. PUBLICATION OF CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
The accessibility of contemporary American choral 
music is not limited since a very large portion of the written 
choral music has been published. This is because of its good 
educational circulation, which is promoted by the educational 
departments of the music publishing houses. The fact . that 
choral compositions tend to be comparatively short, to be 
cheaper to engrave, and to print, is another reason for the 
large publication of choral music. 
II. JUSTIFICATION FOR USE OF CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
If contemporary American choral music is to become a 
vital factor in education, it must serve the basic purposes 
of education. It is not enough to say that teachers ought to 
be "tolerant, 11 or that students ought to be 11 informed, 11 or 
that American composers should have "a chance to be heard. 11 
A. THE NATURE OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 
No one will quarrel with the concept that education 
represents guided experiences in living, nor will exception 
9 
be taken to the corollary that education in the United States 
is indeed a system of guided experiences in living in the 
United States. This has become a truism which requires neither 
10 
demonstration or documentation. The essence of the concept 
is well expressed by Mursell 3 thus: 
Going to school in America should mean acquir-
ing the qualities of mind and heart, the intellec-
tual, moral 3 emotional, and social disposition 
which fit men and women for the use of freedom. • . . 
When all these endlessly varied human beings go 
to school they should enter into experiences 
and be brought within the range of compelling, 
consistent 3 deliberately planned influences which 
bring home to them with a convincing force and 
in the most realistic form the great ideal for 
which4our nation stands--the democratic ideal it-
self. 
Elsewhere 3 the same author, applying this philosophy 
to the objectives of music education3 states the following 
general principle: 
The more we organize music education in intimate 
touch with the actual times, the actual inter-
est, the actual needs of human beings, young and 
old, the further we bring it into the main cur-
rent of edugational development which is shaping 
the future. 
B. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN MUSIC A REFLECTION 
ON CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN LIFE 
Music deserves a position of importance ~n the imple-
mentation of any philosophy that relates to life. Music 
is a record of what man thinks and feels in his i .nmost soul. 
Contemporary American music is a reflection of the thinking 
. 4J~es . L. Mursell, "Music in the Redefinition of Educa-
tion in Postwar America, !! Music Educators Journal, 29:10 3 May-
June, 1943. 
5James L. Mursell, "Music in the Redefinition of Educa-
tion in Postwar America," Music Educators Journal 3 29·:13 3 
April, 1943. 
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and feeling of people in our times. I t is an essential 
part of the culture in which, and by which, we live. If edu-
cation is concerned with today's living, music education 
must be closely and purposefully concerned with today's mu-
sic. 
Discussing the question as to whether or not con-
temporary music should be used as teaching material, Mursell 
concludes: 
Decidedly yes. For one thing, young people 
will hear much music in any case, and it is a 
great mistake to convey to them, even by implica-
tion, that school music is out of touch with 
modern life and the modern world. For another 
thing no awareness of the range and possibilities 
of musical expression ca.g be adequate if material 
of this kind be ignored. 
C. THE OBLIGATION OF MUSIC EDUCATION TO FOSTER 
INDIGENOUS MUSIC CULTURE 
Progressive thinkers go further than merely to 
accept today's music as the concern of education. The 
conviction is growing that the schools have an obligation 
to nurture and cultivate our indigenous music. This was 
first stated, in 1942, by Pitts, then president-elect of the 
Music Educators National Conference: 
James L. Mursell, Music in American Schools (New 
York: Silver, Burdett Company, 1943}, p. 112. 
The music education field is recognized as 
the principal outlet for the music of our con-
temporary composers. To the working of this fer-
tile field we should devote ourselves with 
unstinted effort.7 
The professional literature of the last few years 
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reveals that definite efforts have been., and are being., 
made to awaken music educators to an understanding of this 
responsibility. No one applied the goad more sharply than 
did Seeger, chief of the Music Division of the Pan-American 
Union. Taking stock of the strength and the weakness of 
music education to serve the nation's needs~ Seeger points 
out four serious shortcomings., the last two of which are: 
••• (3) Lack of contact with fine-art composers 
and consequently; (4) lack of music as a vehicle 
of living thought, feeling, or whatever it is 
that music embodies or conveys from one p~rson 
to another, or from one group to another.e 
The same critic, envisioning music education as 
• . • an integral part of American music as a whole--
as possibly the most effective agency we have 
for the integration of American music within it- 9 self and within the culture of which it is a part . • • 
7Lilla Belle Pitts, "Music Education Advances to 
a New Front," Music Educators Journal, 28:10., May-June, 1942. 
8charles Seeger, "Wartime and Peacetime Programs 
in Music Education," Music Educators Journal, 29:13, January-
February, 1943. 
9charles Seeger, "American Music for American Childr~n," 
Music Educators Journal., 29:11-12, November-December, 1942. 
goes on to say that "Music education is already in a clear 
position of leadership in the national music picture. 11 10 
Perhaps the strongest convictions on this subject 
came from the music educators who were in service with the 
Armed Forces during World \!Jar II. Their letters to col-
leagues at home, which were written in the freshness of 
their reaction to new situations that demanded immediate 
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solution, penetrated to the root of the basic problem. The 
task of analyzing these thousands of letters and of integrat-
ing the prevailing lines of thought fell to Davis, who pre-
sented his findings in a report to the Music Educators 
National Conference. One excerpt has a particular signifi-
cance: 
There was plenty of conuneilt to the effect 
that music education has a distinct responsibility 
to provide frontier leadership in welding creative 
and performing forces in the growth of an American 
music culture.ll 
This succinct thought, forged by the anvil of war, 
expresses the essence of today's philosophy with regard 
to the function and place of contemporary American music 
in education. 
lOop. cit. 
llEnnis D. Davis, "What Did the War Teach Music 
Education?" Music Educators Journal, 32:30, March, 1946. 
CHAPTER III 
PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS 
This chapter takes up some of the technical problems 
resulting from conditions and limitations surrounding educa-
tional executant groups. In it, an attempt has been made to 
answer the question, To what extent have these technical 
problems exerted a limiting effect upon the suitability of 
contemporary American choral music in the case of such groups? 
I. LIMITED EXECUTANT ABILITY OF STUDENT GROUPS 
On the whole, student organizations have received much 
praise. Gehrke.ns states authoritatively that "many of these 
groups play better than the average professional organization 
of fifty years ago." 1 It is well known that our high schools 
produce singers and instrumentalists of professional excellence. 
The technical proficiency of many student organizations is 
quite limited. One important reason for this is inherent 
in the .nature of various interpretations of democratic education, 
which concerns itself to a greater extent with participation 
by the many rather than with superior achievement by the few. 
i .Karl .W. Gehrkens, "The Rise and Development of Music 
Education in Public Schools, 11 Music Teachers National Association 
Proceedings, 40th series, 1946, Pittsburg, Pa., Music Teachers 
National Association, 1946, p. 50. 
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II. TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 
Teachers have pointed out that the technical dir~i-
culty of much contemporary choral music, American as well as 
European, stands in the way of its use by student groups. 2 
Some teachers believe that a good deal of contemporary 
American choral music is more difficult than it needs to be. 
Also there are composers who hold the viewpoint that con-
temporary choral music, as written, is made more difficult 
than is necessary. 3 There are indications that we may look 
ror considerable simplification in the American compositions 
of the next decade. The fact is that much of the repertory 
of contemporary American choral music is quite difficult 
for the general run of student groups. 
III. PHYSICAL IMMATURITY 
The recognized physical immaturity of students of the 
high school age is a deterrent to the use of some of the con-
temporary American choral music. A substantial percentage of 
the contemporary music of the world for voice, marked "robust, 11 
is quite taxing. The American product is no exception. Physi-
cal immaturity, thererore, tends to keep high school pupils 
2Frederick Jacobi, "Creating Interest in New Music," 
The Music Journal, 5:25, November-December, 1947. 
3Ibid. 
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from intensive work on compositions like Harris's 11 A Song 
for Occupations 11 or Schuman's "A Free Song.n On the other 
hand, Dello Joio's 11 A Jubilant Song" and Lockwood's 11 0ut of 
the Cradle Endless Rocking" are well suited to such students.4 
The following passage from "Prayer,n by Richard Kountz, is 
too taxing for high school groups if intensive work is 
needed before performance. 
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IV. LIMITED VOICE RANGE 
Young voices are of more limited range than are adult 
voices. Melodic parts which are comfortable when placed for 
mature voices, by straining them at the extremes can be harm-
It is interesting to note that all of these works are 
set to poems by Walt Whitman. 
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ful for young voices. Randall Thompson's "Testament of Free-
dom," written for the University of Virginia Glee Club, has 
been sung successfully by a number of similar organizations. 
For high school male choruses, the tenors, however, run un-
comfortably high and the bass too low. The tenor part, in 
measures 8 and 9 of "The Last Words of David, 11 by the same 
composer, is a good example of a tenor part that is too high 
f'or high school tenors . _f!· 'P · .,. · ,.. .;.. ': ,. 7 ..-~' &VYI tift 
rul-ing in the fear o+ · GOd, 
V. LIMITED READING ABILITY 
That -singers tend to be less fluent in music reading 
than instrumentalists is a fact that is generally recognized.5 
Choral directors frequently have an accompanist on hand to 
play the parts, the singers imitating and learning by rote. 
This is a practice which is condoned by usage even if con-
demned in theory. The melodic writing in a number of contem-
porary American choral works is particularly free, extended 
in line, and liberal in the choice of intervals which, how-
ever, are difficult to hear and to visualize aurally. Such 
5osbourne McConathy and others, New Music Horizons; 
Teacher's Manual for Primary Grades (New York: Silver, Bur-
dett Company, 1947); p. 34. 
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writing, which may present no unusual problem to the instru-
mentalist, can be quite troublesome to singers. "Psalm XXIV," 
by Charles Ives, contains dirricult skips, in all parts, which 
usually present a problem to high school singers. 
I _ _  The earth is the Lord's and the full-ness there-of, .. _ 
~ : . . II 
VI. UNFAMILIARITY WITH DISSONANT HARMONY 
The absence of support from an instrument in the 
hands or the player also makes the problem result ing rrom 
uncommon harmonic relationships more acute for the chorus 
than it is either ror the orchestra or the band. It must 
be remembered that singers, unlike instrumentalists, have no 
tangible way of establishing pitch except by building from 
a tonal center through melodic interval progressions. When 
frequent modulations of extraneous nature tend to make the 
19 
tonal center vague, singers begin to founder and may get lost. 
The problem of singing contemporary dissonant harmonies, par-
ticularly a cappella, is so serious that teachers desire to 
ask, Is there not some special technique available for us 
in teaching choirs to sing contemporary music?6 For instance, 
while, in some passages from "Three Chorales," by Paul 
Creston, the melodic skips are not too difficult, the result-
ing harmonies are dissonant and difficult to sing in tune. 
VII • CHARACTER OF THE TEXT 
One of the essentials of music to be used in education 
is sensitiveness to the significance of a beautiful text. If 
the text is not adequately reflected in the music then the 
composition as a whole gives a false impression. The nature 
of the text as poetry, its choice as to subject and language, 
concerns choral directors who have to be constantly on the 
alert for matters that purists might find objectionable. On 
the positive side, choral directors are also on the alert for 
beauty of text and significant utterance. Fortunately there 
is much American choral music written that is of high quality 
Grant Fletcher, 11 Rehearsal Techniques for Modern Music," 
The Music Journal, 4:15, September-October, 1946. 
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and lofty spirit,7 set to verses by such poets as Wal t Whitman 
and Carl Sandburg. 
VIII. TEXT AND RHYTHM 
American composers, in their desire to do full justice 
to the poetry used, often treat rhythm and meter quite 
freely, disregarding the accentual prerogative of the bar 
line and putting the accents on the important syllables re-
gardless of their position in the music. Measures 9 and 10 
of the motet "By the Waters of: Babylon," by Earl George, 
is a good example of this type of rhythmic effect. Such 
subtle effects as these can become too complicated for young 
singers to master unless special training in this type of 
i . 8 singing s g1veu. 
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7Much choral music has been set to text almost too adult 
for students to grasp. If young people are to get acquainted 
with music in the modern idiom, they must have texts which they 
can comprehend and which are not beyond them emotionally. 
8This type of vocal writing is much akin to the polyphonic 
writing of the 16th century. High school choruses acquainted 
with the latter will have little difficulty with this probl em. 
IX. RELATION OF AMERICAN MUSIC PROGRAMS 
TO THE LIFE OF THE SCHOOL 
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The choice of music for study and performance at the 
high school level by the executant organizations is governed 
in part by the extent to which the music can be correlated 
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with the life of the school. This problem can be a help 
rather than a deterrent to the study of contemporary Ameri-
can choral music. The choice of text from Whitman, Sandburg, 
Benet, Jefferson, Lincoln, and other Americans gives a spe-
cial usefulness to certain compositions. In addition to the 
questions involved in the selection of program materials for 
professional organizations, there are other questions which 
apply only to educational groups, such as the Parent-Teacher 
Association. Will the music contribute something worth while 
to an assembly program, a holiday celebration, a Parent-
Teacher Association meeting, a school play, or a community 
function? Does the piece have some special timeliness? 
CHAPTER IV 
AIDS TO SELECTION AND USE OF CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
How to rind, select, and utilize, available repertory 
material is one or the most dirricult and complex problems 
in music teaching. In this chapter, the study has to do 
with the examination and analysis or a number of resources 
through which teachers may be aided specifically in dis-
covering what contemporary American choral compositions are 
adapted to their needs and suited to their use. These re-
sources proved to be widely different in origtn, character, 
and degree of development. 
I. IMPORTANCE OF SELECTION AIDS 
To cull from the literature of music a program of 
choral compositions suitable for use by student groups, un-
der any circumstances is a complex, many-sided task. When 
the type of music scanned is contemporary American, the prob-
lem becomes even more difficult. In the classics one finds 
a fixed body of music, much of which is well known to teach-
ers. Critical judgment has had years in which to establish 
the merit and importance of the individual works of the com-
posers or the past. The most desirable of these works have 
been edited, annotated, interpreted and, in every way, made 
accessible to teachers, and to students of dirrerent degrees 
of ability and preparation. Contemporary American choral 
music brings in several new problems: (1) The material is 
comparatively meager in quantity; (2) teachers are familiar 
1-1ith only a fraction of it; (3) very little is old enough to 
have stood the test of time plus a critical judgment of its 
quality; (4) much of it is difficult for students to perform; 
and, (5) each year the repertory is augmented by the composi-
tion of new American works, which tends to increase most of 
the problems enumerated. 
II. MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
RECOMMENDED MUSIC LIST 
The Music Educators' National Conference Committee on 
Contemporary Music in the United States early recognized the 
need of a list of contemporary American music that might be 
recommended for educational use; therefore, as soon as the 
committee was organized, its members began to assemble 
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materials for such a list. At that time the Committee included 
in its membership both composers and educators, so that the 
selections which were chosen represent an high order of musical 
quality. 
lThis list represents the suggestion of the majority 
of the members of the committee and also a number of prominent 
composers. Each composition was examined by one or more members 
before being included in the list. Music . Educators National 
Conference Committee Reports ., 1942-1944, p. 106. 
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All music publishers were invited to submit scores for exami-
nation, so that many new titles were added to the list 
between the years 1944 and 1946. Subsequent additions have 
been made under new chairmen. Today this is the only national 
list of contemporary American compositions recommended for the 
use of choral organizations in high schools. 2 
III. EDUCATIONAL REVIE\vS OF NEW AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
A dependable source of information about the educa-
tional suitability of new American choral compositions is 
the Music Educators Journal, in which new publications are 
reviewed by educators actively working in the field. Some 
of the journals of the state affiliates in the Music Educa-
tors National Conference also carry such reviews. Similar 
material is found in the Educational Music Magazine. Some 
general music journals also review new publications, and al-
though these have no specifically educational angle, it is 
often possible to learn about the comparative difficulty of 
new compositions from them. A particularly valuable source 
of critical reviews is to be found in the Music Club Magazine, 
which, today, is the official publication of music clubs. 
Since 1944 a committee headed by Otto Luening has contributed 
See Appendix A. 
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to each issue of this journal a listing of all new published 
American compositions, together with a critical review of 
several individual works. 
IV. PUBLISHER 1 S AIDS 
Publishers place at the disposal of teachers a great 
deal of helpful material in the form of catalogs, leaflets, 
brochures, and miniature reproductions of music. A discern-
ing analyst observed that there is an "extraordinary amount 
of information--education, if you will--which advertising 
gives as to improvement in the ways of doing things and as 
to new desirable ways. 11 3 
It would be advantageous if publishers would adopt 
some uniformity of practice regarding the information to 
be given in education catalogs. There is considerable vari-
ance and incompleteness. One publisher's caption--"A Selec-
ted, Graded, Classified Catalog, 11 describes the most common 
procedures. It is also customary to issue thematic catalogs, 
which vary from a few lines of melody to a complete miniature 
reproduction. 
As yet, most catalogs do .not highlight the works of 
contemporary American composers. Several publishers devote 
special pages, or classifications, to American music. How-
3James Truslow Adams, Frontiers of American Culture 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), p. 304. 
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ever, none of the publisher's catalogs help to distinguish the 
grade of difficulty of American compositions, except as they 
may appear in a general list of pieces for some specific 
grade. 
Recently some publishers have built their aqvertise-
ment in the educational journals around the works of a single 
American composer. Such advertising is helpful to teachers 
in several ways. Aside from giving them the names of desir-
able compositions, it present·s a body of original information 
which might be clipped for bulletin boards and utilized in 
music apprecia~ion classes, or for familiarizing students 
with a composer >;-;hose music they are performing. Apparently, 
teachers have responded favorably to this typ~ of advertise-· 
ment, for it . has been used a great deal. 
.4 
Even more valuable are the brochures on individual com-
posers, which a number of publishers distribute freely. Some 
are modest four-page folders; others are fairly elaborate. 
Almost every important contemporary American composer whose 
music has been extensively published has been the subject of 
such a brochure. Data usually, included biographical facts, 
excerpts from critical reviews, and a list of the composer's 
works. · 
4see, for example, The Music Journal for 1957, Nos. 3-6. 
CHAPTER V 
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC RECOMMENDED 
FOR USE OF STUDENT GROUPS 
In the preparation or this chapter, a large number or 
American choral compositions, which were believed to be 
suitable for perrormance and study by high school students, 
were examined. Of the rive hundred choral works consulted, 
firty were selected for this listing. 
I. CRITERIA USED IN COMPILING THIS LIST 
Literary worth and suitability of the text. Is the 
text or a type that you enjoy reading as a poem? Does it 
sound well when read aloud? Is the imagery stimulating to 
the imagination? Are the ideas clear and easily grasped? 
Do the words sound gracious in a vocal setting? In its idea 
content and method of expression is the text desirable for 
use of youth? 
Reasonable range and no difriculty ~to parts. Are 
the soprano ranges reasonable--consistently below a flat, 
first added line above in the treble clef, and above middle 
c? Are alto ranges reasonable--consistently below e flat, 
fourth space treble cler, and above g, third space below 
treble clef? Are tenor ranges reasonable--consistently be-
low~, rirst added space above treble clef, and above middle 
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c? Are the bass ranges reasonable--consistently below d, 
second added space above the bass cler and above f, rirst ad-
ded space below the bass clef? Are there no prohibitive ex-
tremes of range considerably higher or lower than those indi-
cated above? Are the various parts graceful in melodic pro-
gression, and in phrasing requirements, ror singing? 
Worth of music--beauty, expressiveness, and utility. 
Does the composition, as a whole, possess distinctive indi-
viduality ranking high in its school or in its class? Do 
the melodic and harmonic progressions contain originality? 
Is the rhythm and accent or the music adapted to the rhythm 
and accent of the text? Do the emotional and dynamic cli-
maxes of the music coincide with the emotional content of 
the text? Is the music placed in a desirable tessitura to 
express the emotional content of the text? Is the musical 
rorm suitable to the text? Is it a particularly userul com-
position for programming or for special occasions? 
Probable appeal to the average high school choral mem-
bers and to the average audience. Is the text attractive and 
stimulating in idea content? In mood content? Is the rhythm 
or a type to be attractive and stimulating? Are the harmonic 
progressions attractive and stimulating? Is the musical 
form such as would make a definitely aesthetic appeal? 
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ANNOTATED LIST OF CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN CHORAL MUSIC 
1. Bales, Richard "Lines,n 
The H. W. Gray Company, 
Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Text--Louise Haskins. 
The vocal range of this composition is well within the vocal 
range of the high school student. A large part of this com-
position is in unison unaccompanied. The accompaniment, 
written for piano, is an independent part and not merely a 
duplication of the vocal parts. The vocal parts move dia-
tonically and by leaps of a perfect fourth or smaller. There 
are no augmented or diminished leaps. The accents of the 
music follow the accent of the text. This composition can be 
performed by the less skilled high school chorus after the 
minimum amount of rehearsal. 
2. Bacon, Ernst "The Colorado Trail." 
Lawson-Gould Music Publishers 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Text--traditional. This 
composition is written in the style of a folksong. Only one 
part at any given time sings the text. The other parts either 
hum or sing a vowel tone. The middle section of this com-
position is unaccompanied. The vocal range is within the 
range of the high school student. The vocal lines are essen-
tially diatonic. The occasional leaps found in this compo-
sition are the leaps found within the triad. The accompani-
ment can be played by the average pianist. Recommended for 
general use by the average high school chorus. 
3. Bergsma, William "Answer: A Cow. 11 
Galaxy Music Corporation 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Test--
traditional. The range of this composition is well within 
the vocal range for high school students. The vocal lines move 
generally by leaps. There are some augmented and dimidshed 
leaps. The musical accents agree with the accents of the 
text. This music is difficult but can be performed by the 
skilled high school chorus. Recommended for general use. 
4. Bergsma, William 11 Let True Love Among Us Be. 11 
Carl Fischer, Incorporated. 
Two part chorus o:f mixed men's and women's voices. 
Accompanied. Test--13th century poem. The vocal range o:f this 
composition is well suited :for high school students. The 
vocal lines are essentially diatonic. There are no augmented 
or diminished leaps. The piano accompaniment is within the 
ability o:f the average pianist. Recommended :for the less 
skilled chorus. 
5. Bright, Houston "Never Tell Thy Love. 11 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated. · 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Test--
William Blake. The vocal range of this composition is well 
suited :for the high school student. The vocal lines move 
diatonically and by small leaps. This composition is chordal 
in texture. The music and text agree in their accents. 
This composition can ·be performed by the less skilled high 
school chorus with a minimum amount of rehearsal. 
6. Buskirk, Carl Van "Lost." 
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Shawnee Press, Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Test--
Carl Sandburg. The music of this composition is chordal in 
texture. The vocal lines move diatonically and by skips 
within the chord. The musical idiom of this composition is 
appropriate to the spirit of the text. This composition is 
recommended for the average high school chorus. 
7. Claflin, Avery "Lament for April 18. 11 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated. 
Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccom-
panied. Text--United States Income Tax Form 1040. This work 
is contrapuntal in texture. The vocal lines move diatonically 
with some skips. The skips are both chordal and non chordal. 
This composition is quite complex rhythmically. This work can 
be performed by the skilled high school chorus or by the 
madrigal group. 
8. Copland, Aaron "Canticle of Freedom." 
Boosey & Hawkes, Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Accompanied. Text--
John Barbour (ca. 1320-1395). The vocal range of this com-
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position is well within the range of high school students. 
In the last eleven measures, however, the tenors are asked 
to sing notes at the top of their range. The vocal lines 
move diatonically and by leaps. Leaps within the chord and 
augmented and diminished leaps are used. The voice parts 
differ from the accompaniment rhythmically. The accompaniment 
can be performed by the advanced pianist. This composition is 
difficult but can be performed by the skilled high school · 
chorus. 
9. Donovan, Richard 11 Dawn." 
Associated Press 
Publishers, Incorporated. 
Soprano I., Soprano II and Alto. Accompanied. Text--
Frances Fenton Park. This composition lies well within the 
vocal range of high school students. The vocal lines move 
diatonically with a minimum number of leaps. The leaps are 
thirds and fourths. There are no diminished or augmented leaps. 
The vocal parts do .not cross. The accents of the music 
follow the accents of the text. The accompaniment can be per-
formed by the average pianist. The less skilled girls' chorus 
can perform this number with a minimum amount of rehearsal. 
10. Donovan, Richard "The Yellow Lily." 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated. 
Soprano I, Soprano II., and Alto. Text--Frances Fenton 
Park. This composition lies well within the vocal rartge 
of the high school students. The vocal lines move diatonically 
and by skips. There are no augmented or diminished .Sld.ps. The 
vocal parts do not cross. The meter changes several times 
in this composition. About one third of this composition is 
unaccompanied. The accompanied sections., different from the 
vocal parts, can be performed by the average pianist. The 
average high school chorus can perform this composition. 
11. George, Earl "Laughlin Song.n 
Summy Publishing Company 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
William Blake. The vocal range of this composition is well 
suited for t he high school student. This is a contrapuntal 
composition in three sections. The first section is 
written for two pa r t chorus. The sopranos and tenors sing 
the first part an octave apart and the altos and basses sing 
the second part an octave a part. The middle section is a 
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four part cannon. It is suggested that this section be re-
hearsed in unison until memorizedj then sung as a round. The 
third section contains a double cannon. The harmonies re-
sulting from the contrapuntal writing in this composition are 
quite dissonant. The accents of the music follow the accents 
of the text. This composition is well suited for the average 
high school chorus. 
12. George, Earl "The Lamb." 
Summy Publishing Company 
Sopran o, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
William Blake. The vocal range of this composition is es pecially 
suited f or t he high s chool s tudent. The whole composition 
is written for the middle part of the vocal range. Most of 
this c omposition is harmonic. The last twelve measures are 
contrapuntal. The vocal lines are essentially diatonic. The 
skips used are theskips of the chord. The less skilled high 
school chorus can perform this composition after the minimum 
number of rehearsals. 
13. Gerrish, John "The Falcon." 
Associated Music Publishers , 
Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
15th century. The vocal lines lie within the middle part 
of the student's voice. This composition is contrapuntal in 
texture. The melodic, lines move diatonically and by small 
s k i ps. The harmonies resulting from the contrapuntal writing, 
although dissonant, can be comprehended by the high school 
student. This composition is recommended for the average high 
school chorus. 
14. Green, Ray "Lullay myn lyking. 11 
American Music Edition 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Old 'English poem, circa 1300. The vocal range is good for 
high school students. The melodic lines move diatonically and 
by skips of the third, fourth, and fifth, the majority being 
the perfect fourth. The harmony consists of chords built 
upon the perfect fourth moving in parallel motion. The rhythm 
is free. Each of the four verses is sung by a different 
combination of voices. Once the choral group has become 
accustomed to singing parallel chords there should be no 
trouble with this composition. Recommended for the average 
chorus. 
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15. Green, Ray 11 Sparrow. 11 
American Music Edition 
Soprano I, Soprano II, and Alto. Unaccompanied. 
Text--Emily Dickinson. With the exception of an occasional 
low~, the range is excellent for high school students. This 
composition is contrapuntal in texture. The vocal lines are 
mostly made of skips of perfect fourths. The resulting 
harmonies are composed of chords made up of perfect fourths. 
In performing this composition care should be taken to present 
the text, which is divided among the various voices, as a 
complete thought. The average high school chorus should have 
no difficulty with this composition. 
16. Green, Ray "Care Away, Away, Away 
American Music Edition 
II 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Anonymous, circa 1300. This composition is harmonic in texture. 
The harmonies are based upon chords built upon the perfect fourth. 
There is no rhythmic problem in this composition that cannot 
be solved by the average high school student. After the high 
school students have become accustomed to this type of 
harmonies they will have no difficulty in performing this 
number. 
17. Hovhaness, Alan Motet, 
11 Unto Thee, 0 God. 11 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Psalm 75:1. This composition is contrapuntal in texture. 
The vocal range is well within the range for high school 
students. The melodic lines are diatonic. There are a few 
skips. This composition is particularly good for Thanksgiving. 
The less skilled high school chorus should have little difficulty 
in performing this composition. 
18. Ives, Charles nsixty-Seventh Psalm." 
Arrow Music Press, 
Incorporated. 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Sixty-Seventh Psalm. The vocal range of the upper three 
voices is well within the range of high school students. The 
basses are asked to sing their top notes. At this section, 
however, the tenors are singing in unison with the basses. 
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This composition is harmonic in texture. The harmonies are 
quite dissonant. The vocal lines move diatonically and by 
skips. Major, minor, augmented, diminished and perfect intervals 
are used in the skips. The music and text agree in their accents. 
Recommended for the skilled high school chorus. 
19. Ives, Charles 11 Harvest Home Chorales," Number I, 
Mercury Music Corporation 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Accompanied. Text--
George Burgess (1839). The vocal lines of this composition are 
well suited for high school students. This composition is 
contrapuntal in texture. The vocal lines move generally in 
skips of major, minor, perfect, augmented and diminished 
intervals. The accompaniment, written for piano or organ, 
is within the ability of the average pianist. Brass parts are 
available on rental from the publisher. The skilled high school 
chorus can perform this number after the minimum amount of 
rehearsal. 
20. Kastle, Leonard "The Last Inovation tt 
G. Ricordi & Company 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
\valt Whitman. The vocal range of this composition is well 
within the vocal range of high school students. This composition 
is contrapuntal in texture. The resulting harmonies are 
quite dissonant. The vocal lines are essentially diatonic. 
Recommended for the skilled high school chorus. 
21. Kay, Ulysses "How Stands the Glass Around?" 
Associated Music Publishers 
Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. 
Text--James Wolf. This composition is placed within the best 
part of the high school student's range. The vocal lines of this 
contrapuntal composition are essentially diatonic with an 
occasional leap . Recommended for the average high school chorus. 
22. Kay, Ulysses "Noel." 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Ten or and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Anonynmous. The vocal range of this composition is well within 
the range of the high school student. This composition is 
contrapuntal in texture. The vocal lines are essentially dia-
tonic. The skips found in this composition are the skips 
within the triad. There is no rhythmic problem in this com-
position. Although the . text of this composition limits its 
use to the Christmas season~ it is easy enough to sing to 
warrant its use by the average high school chorus. 
23. Kay~ Ulysses "Welcome Yule." 
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Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto~ Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Anonymous. This composition, essentially contrapuntal, is 
well within the vocal range of the high school student. The 
resulting harmonies are not dissonant. The music and text 
agree in their accents. The skips found in this composition 
are the skips found within the triad. The text limits this 
composition to the Christmas season. Recommended for the 
skilled high school chorus. 
24. Kraehenbuehl, David "Welcome Yule. 11 
Associated Music Publishers~ 
Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto I and Alto II or Tenor I~ 
Tenor II, Bass I and Bass II. Text--Anonymous. The range of 
this composition i s well suited for the high school chorus. 
This composition is essentially harmonic. There are no 
difficult skips in this composition. The harmonic progressions 
are quite singable. The points of harmonic stress and repose 
correspond with the word value of the text~ and with the 
metrical values of both text and music. The text of this 
composition limits its use to the Christmas season. The less 
skilled high school chorus can perform this composition. 
25. Kraehenbuehl~ David "There Is No Rose. 11 
Associated Music Publishers 
Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. 
Text--XVth Century. The range of this composition is well within 
the range of high school students. This composition is contra -
puntal in texture. The vocal lines are a combination of diatonic 
passages and leaps. There are no augmented and diminished leaps. 
The text of this composition suggests the Christmas season. 
However~ this can be performed with good taste on any program 
of a serious .nature. Recommended for the average high school 
chorus. 
26. Kilpatrick~ Jack F. nMusic, When Soft Voices Die.n 
The Boston Music Company 
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Soprano, Alto_, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Percy Bysshe Shelley. The vocal range of this composition is 
well within the vocal range of high school S:rudents. This 
composition is contrapuntal in texture. The vocal lines are 
essentially diatonic. There are no augmented or diminished 
skips. The music and text agree in accents. This composition 
can be performed on most occasions. Recommended for the 
average hi gh school chorus. 
27. Kubik, Gail "Johnny Stiles.n 
Southern Music Publishing Company 
Tenor I~ Tenor II~ Bass I and Bass II. Accompanied. 
Text--Traditional. This composition remains well within the 
vocal ranges of the high school male voice. This composition 
is folk song-like in character. The vocal lines are essentially 
diatonic. The solo for bass is within the ability of the 
high school student. The text is of the type that appeals to male 
students. The accompaniment can be performed by the average 
high school pianist. Recommended for the average high school 
chorus. 
28. Linn~ Robert . 11 Winds of May. II 
Affiliated Musicians, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
James Joyce. This composition is number one in a set of three 
compositions entitled nThree Madrigals. 11 The vocal range 
of this composition is well within the range of high school 
students. This composition is contrapuntal in texture. The 
vocal lines move diatonically and by skips. There are no augment ed 
or diminished skips. Recommended for general use by the 
average high school chorus and madrigal group. 
29. Lockwood~ Normand "Apple Orchards." 
Shawnee Press~ Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto~ Tenor and Bass. Accompanied. Text--
Walt lAfhitman. This composition is written for the middle range 
of the high school student's voice. The music and text agree 
as to accents. This composition is harmonic in texture. The 
vocal lines are essentially diatonicand are quite singable. The 
accompaniment3 different from the voice parts 3 is easy 
enough for the average high school student to perform. 
Recommended for the less skilled high school chorus. 
30. Lockwood3 Normand nMonotone." 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
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Soprano3 Alto3 Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Carl Sandburg. The vocal range of this composition is well 
within the range of the high school student. The music and 
text agree in their accent. The music is a realization of 
the text. All of the vocal parts are interesting. Recom-
mended for the less skilled chorus. 
31. McLain3 Margaret Starr "Villagers All." 
Harold Flammer3 Incorporated 
Soprano I_, Soprano IIJ and Alto. Unaccompanied. Text--
Kenneth Grahame. This folk Song-like carol does not present 
any problems of performance. The text of this composition 
limits its use to the Christmas season. Recommended for the 
less skilled high school chorus. 
32. McLainJ Margaret Starr "When the Herds Were Watching." 
Harold Flammer_, Incorporated 
Soprano and Alto. Accompanied. Text--William Canton. 
The range of this composition is well within the range of the 
high school student. This compositionJ folk song-like in 
character_, does not present any problems in performance. The 
accompaniment is easy. The text limits the use of the com-
position to the Christmas season. However_, it is easy enough 
to warrant its use by even the less skilled high school chorus. 
33. Mennin_, Peter "In the Quiet Night." 
Carl Fischer_, Incorporated 
Soprano3 Alto3 Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Kiang Kang-Hu. The range of this contrapuntal composition 
is well within the vocal range of the high school student. The 
vocal lines are a combination of diatonic passages and leaps. 
There are no augmented or diminished leaps in this composition 
nor are there any leaps larger than a perfect fifth. The accents 
of the music agree with the accents of the text which is in 
free verse. Recommended for general use by the average high 
school chorus. 
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34. Mueller, Carl F. "The Blue Swan" 
Harold Flammer, Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, and Alto. Accompanied. Text--
Paul S. Nickerson. The range and tessitura of the composition 
are very good for the high school student. The vocal lines 
move diatonically and by an occasional skip. The accompaniment, 
for piano, is of average difficulty. The text of this composition 
does not limit its use to any particular occasion. Recommended 
for the skilled high school chorus. 
35. Persichetti, Vincent 11 Jirnrnie's Got a Goil." 
Two-part chorus for mixed voices. Accompanied. Text--
E. E. Cummings. The range and tessitura of this composition 
are good for the ·high school students. The vocal lines move 
diatonically and by skips. There are no skips larger than 
the perfect fourth. There are no augmented or diminished 
skips. · The text of this composition limits its use to the 
non-serious occasion. The piano accompaniment can be performed 
by an average pianist. Recommended for the less skilled high 
school chorus. 
36. Piket, Frederick 11 Dear Jane. 11 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Tenor I, Tenor II, Bass I and Bass II. Unaccompanied. 
Text--Percy Bysshe Shelley. The vocal range of this composition 
is well suited to the high school male voice. The vocal 
lines in this composition move diatonically and by small leaps. 
This C'ctnposition can be used on most occasions. The skilled 
high school chorus will have little difficulty with this 
composition. 
37. Read, Gardner "At Bedtime. 11 
Southern Music Publishing 
Company, Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, and Alto. Accompanied. Text--
Irene Beyers. The range and tessitura of this composition are 
well suited to the high school student's voice. There are 
several measures in this composition where all parts are 
divided. The vocal lines move diatonically and by small skips. 
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The harmonies are dissonant. There are no rhythmical problems 
in this composition. The accompaniment can be performed by 
the average pianist. Recommended for the skilled high school 
chorus. 
38. Roy, Klaus George "Not Only Unto Me." 
Lawson-Gould Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
2 Timothy IV:8 and Psalm 103:1-20. The vocal range of this 
composition is within the range of the high school student. 
However, there are afew places where the tenors are asked to 
sing g sharp (second line, treble clef). This composition is 
a combination of harmonic and contrapuntal passages. The · 
harmonies are dissonant. The vical lines move diatonically 
and by leaps. There are some large leaps in this composition. 
Recommended for serious occasions. This composition will be 
a challenge to the skilled high school chorus. 
39. Roren, Ned "Flowers For The Graces." 
Music Press, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Sappho. This composition is written for the middle range of 
the voice. The vocal lines move diatonically and by smail 
skips. This composition is sui table fdr general use. Recommended 
for use by the less skilled chorus and madrigal group. 
40. Roren, Ned 11 Love . 11 
Music Press, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Sappho. This contrapuntal composition is well within the 
voical range of the high school students. The vocal lines 
move diatonically and by large and small skips. There are 
no augmented or diminished leaps. Recommended for general 
use by the skilled high school chorus or madrigal group. 
41. Sateren, Leland B. "Turn Not Thy Face." 
Augsburg Publishing House 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
John Marckant (1560). The range and tessitura of this com-
position are well suited to the high school student 's voice. 
This composition is folk song-like in character . . It is suggested 
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a fretted instrument_, prel'erably the lute or guitar_, be used 
for accompaniment throughout. Several chords_, including a 
modal cadence_, should be played as an introduction. The 
section marked for solo can be sung by a small group of 
selected voices. Recommended for general use by the less 
skilled high school chorus. 
42. Sateren, Leland B. "Do You Fear The Wind?" 
Schmitt Publications, 
Incorporated 
Tenors I, Tenors II, Bass I and Bass II. Unaccompanied. 
Text--Hamlin Garland. The vocal range of this composition 
is well within thevocal range of the high school student. 
Although this composition is marked "Robustn , most of the 
notes fall within the middle range of the .voice. There are 
some contrapuntal sections and some unison sections in this 
composition. Recommended for general use by the average 
high school chorus. 
43. Sateren, Leland B. · "Seek Not Afar For Beauty." 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incor orated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Minot J. Savage. The range of this composition is well suited 
for the high school student's voice. The vocal lines are 
essentially diatonic with occasional leaps. This composition 
is recommended for general use by the average high school 
chorus. 
44. Schuman, WiLliam "Holiday Song. 11 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, and Bass. Accompanied. Text--Genevieve 
Taggard. This composition is especially suited for those 
high school choruses with a shortage of tenors. The vocal 
lines of this composition move diatonically and by skips. 
There are augmented and diminished skips in this composition. 
The words and music agree as to accents. The piano accompaniment 
can be played by the average pianist. Recommended for general 
use by the skilled high school chorus. 
45. Schuman, William ncaution. 11 
Merion Music, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Traditional. This cannon is well suited for the high school 
with a shortage of tenors. The vocal lines move diatonically 
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and by leaps. The skip of a major seventh is quite pro-
minent. There are n o rhythmical problems in this composition.-' 
Recommended for general use by the less skilled chorus. 
46. Schuman, \'lilliam "Health." 
Merion Music, Incorporated 
Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Traditional. The vocal range of this composition is well 
suited for the high school student's voice. The vocal lines 
of this cannon move diatonically and by leaps. There are 
no rhythmical problems in this composition. Recommended for 
general use by the less skilled school chorus. 
47. Steven, Halsey 11 Like As The Culver On The 
Bared Bough.n 
Assodated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccom-
panied. Text--Edmund Spencer. The vocal range and tessitura 
of this composition are well suited for the high school student ' s 
voice. This composition is contrapuntal in texture. Recommended 
for general use by the skilled high school chorus and madrigal 
group. 
48. Strickland, Lily 11 Spring Is In My Garden." 
Schmitt Publications, 
Incorporated 
Soprano I, Soprano II and Alto. Accompanied. Text--
Lily Strickland. The vocal range and tessitura of this can-
position are well suited to the high school student's voice. 
This composition is harmonic in texture. The vocal lines 
move by skips and diatonically. The piano accompaniment is not 
an independent part but a duplication of the voice parts. 
Reconunended for general use by the less skilled high school 
chorus. 
49. Stone, Louise P. "Fogu 
The H. W. Gray Company, 
Incorporated 
Tenor I, Tenor II, Bass I and Bass II. Unaccompanied. 
Text--Carl Sandburg. In thi s composition the words are given 
to the first basses while the rest of the chorus hums. The 
vocal range is well within the range of high school male 
voices. The vocal lines move diatonically and chromatically. 
The resulting harmonies consist of open parallel fifths. 
Recommended for general use by the average high schai 
chorus. 
50. Thompson, Randall "Alleluia." 
E. C. Schirmer Music Company 
Sopra£o, Alto, Tenor and Bass. Unaccompanied. Text--
Holy Bible. This composition is contrapuntal in texture. 
The vocal lines are essentially diatonic. The voice parts 
are interesting. Although the text consists of just one 
word, "Alleluia", this composition develops into a coherent 
piece and not one that rambles without point. · Recommended 
for general use by the skilled high school chorus. 
1 Holy Bible, passim. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation has been concerned with selected 
problems in connection with contemporary American choral 
music in the experiences of performing groups in high schools. 
The fundamental question dealt with was: How extensively has 
contemporary American choral music been made available, and 
suitable, for use, and why ha~ not more been done along these 
lines? The question that naturally followed was: What is 
there to do about it? These thoughts resulted in a su.mrn.ation 
of the following conclusions: 
1. Current educational thinking endorses the use of con-
temporary American music and holds it to be an obligation on 
the part of music educators to fost er the growth of an indigenous 
music culture. The policy and programs of the professional 
organizations indicate that some effort is being made to 
familiarize teachers with this philosophy and to show them 
how it may be implemented. 
2. The production of contemporary American choral music 
is very large. There need be no fear of failing to find 
intrinsically desirable material within the capabilities of 
high school executant groups. Nevertheless, analysis shows 
that much of the present corpus of contemporary American choral 
music is restricted by internal characteristics of the music. 
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3. Certain performance problems, created largely by 
the nature of student groups, as well as by educational con-
ditions, influence the suitability of contemporary American 
choral music, Analysis indicates that some of the contemporary 
American choral literature presents serious problems. 
4. There are compensating aids in the form of the 
materials and resources to help the teacher in the selection 
and use of contemporary American choral music. Analysis of 
a number of these shows that efforts are being made to improve 
and expand them to indicate ways by which they may be further 
improved and expanded desirably. 
II. RECOMMENDATIONS 
On the strength of the analyses made of the selected 
problem areas, the following recommendations are presented 
as a proposed basis for developing new plans in the form of 
more helpful action for the future: 
1. That an essential part o.f the thinking and planning 
of music educators be directed toward the growth of a healthy 
and constructive public attitude toward contemporary American 
music. 
2. That well-planned and well-organized effort be 
devoted to the task of drawing the American composer into the 
orbit of education, and in leading him to acquire firsthand 
familiarity with the pvoblems and capabilities of the various 
student groups. 
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3. That educators, composers, publishers, and workers 
in related fields, collaborate in the highly important task 
of developing and expanding to maximum effectiveness all possible 
resources for the aid of teachers in their selection and use 
of contemporary American music. 
1.~. That the profession of music education assume the 
bulk of responsibility for the solution of these problems, 
and that it bring into action every available agency for 
self-directed activity, research, experimentation, and co-
operative service. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC RECOMMENDED FOR THE USE OF STUDENT 
GROUPS BY THE MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
COMMITTEE ON CONTEMPORARY MUSIC IN THE UNITED 
STATES1 
Bacon: A Tree on the Plains (opera) Boosey & Hawkes 
Barber: Let Down the Bars, 0 Death (SATB) G. Shirmer 
Incorporated 
Reincarnation (SATB) G. Sh:kmer 
Incorporated 
1 • Anthony Daly 
2. The Coolon 
3. Mary Hynes 
Bartok: Breadmaking 
Don't Leave Me 
Hussar 
Only Tell Me 
Teasing -Song 
Bauer: A Garden Is A Lovesome Thing 
(SATB) 
Becker: Creator of the Stars of 
Night (SATB) 
Bloch: America (SATB) 
Bornschein: The Minute Men (Cantata 
for SATE) 
Brunswick: Fragment of Sappho (Motet) 
(SATE) 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Boosey & Hawkes 
G. Shirmer 
Incor pora ted 
Hall & Creary Company 
C. C. Birchard and 
Company 
Oliver Ditson 
Company 
Associated Music 
Publishers, Incorpor-
ated. 
1
· This preliminary list was compiled under the chair-
manship of Howard A. Murphy. Committee Reports, 1942-44. 
Music Educators National Conference, 1945. 
Cain: The Music of Life (SATB) 
(medium difficult) 
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Harold Flammer, Incorporated 
Harold Flammer, Incorporated 0 Sing Your Songs (SATB) 
Rarely Comest Thou (SATB) Harold Flammer, Incorporated 
Clokey: Blow, Blow, Thou Winter 
Wind (SATB) 
Copland: That's the Idea of 
Freedom: Finale from The 
Second Hurricane (in Singing 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
Through the Age) American Book Company 
Coweal: American Muse (SA) (easy) 
The Irishman Lilts 
(SATB) (easy) 
Christiansen: Autumn Woods 
(SSAATTBB) (Difficult) 
Sing Unto God (SSAATTBB) 
Unto the Lord (SSAATTBB) 
Daniels: Christmas In The Woods 
(SATB) 
Dello, Joio: Vigil Strange (SATB) 
and four hands piano) 
Dieks: The Dying Swan (SSAATTBB) 
Donovan: Fantasy on American Folk 
Music Press, Incorporated 
Broadcast Music, Incor-
porated 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
Mercury Music Corporation 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
Ballads (TTBB) (difficult) J. Fischer & Brothers 
Eastham: Oh, to Ease (SSAATTBB) Raymond A. Hoi'i'ma.n Company 
Enders: Avatar (TTBB) (medium 
difficult) 
Ensrud: The Creed (SSAATTBB) 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Raymond A. Hoffman Company 
Evans: Velvet Shoes (SSA} 
Gaul: Calhoun's Address to . 
Congress 
Lincoln Prays After the 
Battle of Bull Run 
Patrick Henry ' s Resolution 
Patriotic Anthems 
Washington ' s Prayer for 
His Family 
William Penn's Inscription 
Hadley: Song of the Marching Men 
Harris: Freedom (SATB} 
Haubiel: Father Abraham 
(cantata) (SATB) 
Hindemith: Let ' s Build A Town 
Howe: Laud for Christmas· 
Kanitz: Ballad of the White Cow 
Before the Paling of the 
Stars 
County Fair (SSA) 
God's Minute (SATB) 
A Little Song of Life 
(SATB) 
Lockwood: David Mourneth for 
Absolom 
Four Songs 
A Lullaby for Christmas 
(SSAATTBB) 
Monotone (SATB) 
l23rd Psalm 
Lubin: Marching Song (SSAATTBB) 
Luening: Sun of the Sleepless 
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Raymond A. Hoffman Company 
J. Fischer & Brothei?S 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J . Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
Oliver Ditson Company 
Mills Music~ Incorporated 
Composers Press~ 
Incorporated 
Associated Music Publishers~ 
Incorporated 
G. Schirmer~ Incorporated 
Carl Fischer~ Incorporated 
Associated Music Publishers~ 
Incorporated 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
Neil A. Kj os Music Company 
Neil A. Kj os Music Company 
Arrow Music Press ~ 
Incorporated 
Boston Music Company 
R. D. Row Music Company 
Malin: Three Jolly Welshmen 
(TTBB) 
McDonald: Dirge for Two Veterans 
(SSAA) (difficult) 
Evening (SSAA) 
The Lover's Lament (TTBB) 
Pioneers, 0 Pioneers (SATE) 
Songs of Conquest (SATB) 
(very difficult) 
McKay: An April Pastorale 
(easy) (SSA) 
A Morning Prayer 
(SATE) (easy) 
McPhee: Sea Changey Suite (TTBB) 
Billy Boy 
Lowlands Away 
Storm Away 
Tom's Gone 
Moore: The Headless Horseman 
(opera) 
Nagle: 
Dedication {SSATBB) 
Perhaps to Dream 
Prayer for the United 
Nations 
Simon Legree (TTBB) 
The Solitary Reaper 
(SSAA) (Solo) 
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Neil A. Kjos Music Company 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
IncorpC?rated 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Edwin F. Kalmus 
E. C. Schirmer Mus i c 
Company 
Arrow Music Press 
Incorporated 
Carl Fischer, Incorporated 
H. W. Gray Company 
Carl Fis~her, Incorporated 
Elkan-Vogel Company.; 
Incorporated 
Phillips: Declaratives (SSAA and 
chamber orchestra) 
1. Bells (very difficult 
and dissonant 
2. Love 
3. Pueblos 
Rathaus: Requiem 
Rondeau 
Sanjuan: The Walnut Shell 
(SSAATTBB) 
Savine: Holiday Parade (SATB) 
(divided) 
Schuman: Holiday Song 
Seigmeister: Abraham Lincoln Walks 
at Midnight 
Sly: 
Sowerby: 
Still: 
Good \~i ves of P~oneers 
(Cantata) 
God ~Jho Made the Earth 
To Deum Lauamus (SATB) 
Lenox Avenue 
Three Negro Spirituals 
Victory Tide (SATB or 
TTBB) 
Stoessel: Beat! Beat Drums! (SATB) 
Stringham: The Pilgrim Fathers 
(SATB) 
Strom: 
Strong: 
The Loom (SATB or SSA) 
(easy) 
Ballads of Paul Bunyan 
(choral cycle for SATB 
and narrator) 
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Elkan-Vogel Company, 
Incorporated 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Boosey & Hawkes 
Associated Music Publishers, 
Incorporated 
Robbins Music Corporation 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
Arrow Music Press, Incor-
porated 
Arrow Music Press, Incor-
porated 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
H.W. Fitzsimmons Company 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
Handy Brother Music Company 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
H.W. Gray Company 
H.W. Gray Company 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Theodore Presser Company 
Thompson: Rosemary 
Thomas: Medea Choruses (SSAA) 
Treharne: The Daughter of the Sun 
Vene: 
l'lilson: 
Tide of Glory 
For Music (SSAA,easy) 
Noel (SATB, medium 
difficult) 
Sea Dreams (TTBB,easy) 
Whitmer: Freedom of the Soul 
The Soul of America 
Wolf: I Doan Care Where (SATB) 
Star of Courage (SSA or 
SATB) 
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E. C Schirmer Music Company 
Mercury Music Corporation 
Boston Music Company 
Boston Music Company 
Hall & McCreary Company 
Hall~ -& McCreary Company 
Hall & McCreary Company 
H. W. Gray Company 
Arthur P. Schmidt Company 
Chappell & Company 
M. Baron Company 
ADDENDA TO THE MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE CHORAL LIST 
The following numbers have been suggested by individual 
composers: 
Barber: 
Clokey: 
A Stopwatch and an Ordnance 
Map (TTBB, with Kettledrum 
and piano) 
The Pied Piper of Hamelin 
(opera) 
The Emperor's New Clothes 
(opera) 
The Nightingale (opera) 
Nights (opera) 
Hunting Song (SATB or TTBB) 
The Marshes of Glynn (SATB) 
A Rose (SSATBB) 
South American Nocturnes 
(SSAA) 
Out of the East 
The Virgin and Her Son 
Two Kings 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
Hall & McCreary Company 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
C. C. Birchard & Company 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
Dickinson: The Shepherd's Story 
Donovan: The Bells of Oseney 
(SSA and Piano 
Fantasy on American 
Folk Ballads 
Margetson: 0 My Dear Heart 
Mason: Twilight Song (SATB) 
Schuman: A Free Song (SATB) 
Prelude for Voices 
(SSAATTBB or SSSSAAA) 
Requiescat (SATB) 
Wilson: Dedication (SATB orSSAA) 
The Holy Child (SATB) 
l - .... 
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H. W. Gray Company 
Galaxy Music Corporation 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
J. Fischer & Brothers 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
G. Schirmer, Incorporat ed 
G. Schirmer, Incorporated 
Carl Fischer, Incorporated 
Hall & McCreary Company 
